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� An analytical model was developed to predict the tensile behaviour of the corroded steel bars.
� The proposed model was validated using slotted steel bars and electrochemically corroded steel bars.
� Yield strength, ultimate strength and ductility of the corroded steel bars were predicted using the proposed model.
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An analytical model was developed to predict the tensile behaviour of a corroded steel bar. The model
was established based on cross sectional analysis and was validated using experimental data for slotted
steel bars and electrochemically corroded steel bars. The model was further used to predict the tensile
behaviour of a corroded steel bar. The corrosion mode of the steel bar was supposed to be pitting corro-
sion and the distribution of the corroded section was supposed to follow a lognormal distribution. A
power law between the parameters of the lognormal distribution and the average corrosion rate of the
steel bar was used to predict the statistical distribution of the cross section area of a corroded steel
bar. Based on these assumptions, the yield strength, ultimate strength and ductility of a corroded steel
bar were predicted with different corrosion rates. The predicted behaviours are compared to collected
experimental results from various sources. It is found that the numerical results of yield strength and ulti-
mate strength agree well with the collected experimental results. The model slightly underestimates the
ductility of the corroded steel bars. The result of the model would be helpful for the prediction of the ten-
sile behaviour of reinforced concrete member subjected to chloride induced corrosion.

� 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The corrosion of steel bars induced by chloride ions is a critical
issue for the structural safety of reinforced concrete structures
exposed to high-chloride environments [1–8]. Corrosion of steel
bars can lead to a reduction in the cross-sectional area, thereby
reducing the bearing capacity of the structural members [1–6].
To maintain the performance and safety of reinforced concrete
structures, various methods exist for detecting the corrosion of
steel bars [9–15]. Steady-state polarisation response techniques
are commonly used to predict the corrosion rate of steel bars inside
reinforced concrete [8–12]. The recent development of inspection
techniques such as 3D optical scanning and X-ray tomography
allows scanning of the 3D profiles of corroded steel bars with
higher accuracy [14–19]. These advanced detection methods allow
the development of a probabilistic model of a corroded section
[17–21].

The most common form of steel corrosion for reinforced con-
crete structures exposed to high-chloride environments is pitting
corrosion [16–21]. Pitting corrosion causes localised corrosion at
a point or small area, thus greatly reducing the cross-section area
of the corroded steel bars. For the purpose of characterising pitting
corrosion, several researchers have conducted experiments on pre-
stressing wires and steel pipelines. The time and spatial variability
of the maximum pitting depth of corroded reinforcing bars were
obtained [19–22]. These studies proposed time-variant probabilis-
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Nomenclature

F Tensile force
r Average stress
s Surface area
x Longitudinal coordinate
e Average strain
L Length of the steel bar
f Function linking the strain to the stress of the material
u Inverse function off
l and m Parameters of the log-normal distribution
w Average corrosion rate by mass loss

ry Relative yield stress of the corroded steel bar
Fy Yield load of the corroded steel bar
Fy0 Yield load of the uncorroded steel bar
ru Relative ultimate strength of the corroded steel bar
Fu Ultimate load of the corroded steel bar
Fu0 Ultimate load of the uncorroded steel bar
eu The ductility of the corroded steel bar
DLf Elongation of the corroded steel bar at maximum force
DLf0 Elongation of the uncorroded steel bar at maximum

force

Fig. 1. Corroded steel bar undergoing a uniaxial tensile test.
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tic distribution models of the maximum pitting depth [18–25].
Using a 3D scanning method, Kashani et al. [19] demonstrated that
the pitted section follows log-normal distribution models. The
shape parameters of the log-normal distribution can be deter-
mined by the mass loss ratio. These results greatly improve our
knowledge about the time and spatial dependency of pitting corro-
sion on the surface of steel bars.

At present, the tensile behaviour of corroded steel bars at differ-
ent corrosion levels is mainly predicted by empirical models based
on experimental data [1–7]. Examples include corrosion tests of
reinforcing steel bars taken from reinforced concrete exposed to
natural [1–3] or to marine environments [4–6] and laboratory
accelerated corrosion tests of steel bars embedded in concrete
specimens under the action of an externally applied electric field
[7–9]. Francois et al. [28] performed tensile test on steel bars
embedded in 27-year-old corroded reinforced concrete beams
and found that, when the average loss of mass on the whole cor-
roded bar is used in the calculations, the elastic modulus is not
influenced by the corrosion level. These findings suggest that the
material properties of the steel bar are unaffected by corrosion.
Recently, Li et al. [26] proposed a simplified constitutive model
that allows the prediction of the tensile behaviour of corroded steel
bars based on sectional analysis. Compared to a 3D finite element
method, the proposed analytical model has several advantages.
First, it can easily be implemented numerically and requires much
less computation time. Second, the proposed analytical model
allows the prediction of a corroded steel bar using a statistical
model, even when the exact shape of the corroded steel bar is
unknown, and this is seemingly impossible for 3D finite element
software [27]. However, the proposed model used a bilinear model
to simplify the stress–strain relationship, and the accuracy of the
model was not satisfactory.

This paper proposed a significant improvement of the bilinear
model using a more realistic shape function of the stress–strain
curve. The proposed model was based on the assumption that
the remaining material of the steel bar is unaffected by the corro-
sion product [5,26]. The effect of corrosion on reinforcement can be
treated as only the cross-section reduction with no material degra-
dation [26]. Based on these assumptions, a novel analytical model
was developed using sectional analysis. A program written in
MATLAB was proposed to numerically compute the elongation-
load relationship of the corroded steel bar based on the uncorroded
material properties. The proposed model was validated by compar-
ing the numerical results to experimental results of slotted steel
bars and electrochemically corroded steel bars. Three hundred cor-
roded steel bars were generated numerically using the log-normal
distribution of the corroded section. The load–displacement curves
of the numerically generated steel bars were computed using the
proposed analytical model. Relationships between the corrosion
rate and the yield strength, ultimate strength and ductility of the
corroded steel bars were obtained by data fitting. The obtained
models were then compared to the collected experimental data.
Generally, good agreement is found between the proposed model
and the collected experimental data.

2. Model description

2.1. Analytical model

Consider a corroded steel bar undergoing a tensile test with the
applied force F, as shown in Fig. 1. Since the shape is irregular, the
elongation rate along the steel bar might not be uniform. It is nec-
essary to determine the elongation rate of the steel bar at each
position x.

For a given load F, the average stress on a particular section of
steel bar r(x) can be calculated as follows if the cross-sectional
area is known:

rðxÞ ¼ F
sðxÞ ð1Þ

where s(x) is the cross-sectional area at position x. Suppose that the
area varies very little in the interval [x, x + dx]; then, the elongation
length dl of this small portion of steel bar can be expressed as:

dlðxÞ ¼ eðxÞdx ð2Þ
where e(x) represents the local strain at position x. Then, the elon-
gation of the whole steel bar DL can be obtained by integration of
the elongation length of each small portion of the steel bar as
follows:

DL ¼
Z L

0
dlðxÞ ¼

Z L

0
eðxÞdx ð3Þ

Since the remaining material has the same properties as the
original steel material, the tensile constitutive properties remain
the same. For every section, there exists a function f linking the
strain of the material to the stress as follows:

rðxÞ ¼ fðeðxÞÞ ð4Þ



Fig. 3. Adapted numerical model after adjustment of the experimental behaviour
for an HPB300 construction steel bar.
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The function f can be obtained by conducting a tensile test on
the uncorroded steel bar or by conducting a tensile test on a uni-
form sample having the same material properties as the corroded
steel bar. For construction steels, the function fis a monotonically
increasing function. Therefore, an inverse function u of fexists as
follows:

eðxÞ ¼ f�1ðrðxÞÞ ¼ uðrðxÞÞ ð5Þ
In other words, the function u allows us to find the elongation

rate eðxÞ of each section when the stress of the section is known.
The shape of the function u can be obtained by simply rotating
the graph of function f by 90 degrees in a counter-clockwise orien-
tation, as shown in Fig. 2. By combining equations (1), (3) and (5),
one can obtain the following:

DL ¼
Z L

0
uðrðxÞÞdx ¼

Z L

0
u

F
sðxÞ

� �
dx ð6Þ

The section area s(x) of the steel bar can be obtained by an
experimental method such as 3D optical scanning or X-ray tomog-
raphy. For a given load F, the total elongation of the whole cor-
roded steel bar can be calculated using equation (6).

In the above model, the cross-section area s(x) is supposed to be
independent of the applied stress. This assumption leads to an
underestimation of the stress when the deformation becomes large
[29]. It is also interesting to point out that the inverse function of f
exists if and only if f is a monotonically increasing function. For
some mild steel bars where a plastic deformation leads to a con-
stant stress or even a small drop in the stress when the strain
increases, this process is illustrated in Fig. 3. In such cases, to
ensure the existence of a functionu, a small correction of the func-
tion f needs to be performed by artificially adding a very small
increase in the stress when the strain increases during plastic
deformation. This correction is artificial and has very little effect
on the quality of the presented model. It is also important to point
out that for low carbon steel where necking occurs before fracture,
the stress decreases with increasing strain after the maximum
stress point. In such cases, the model uses the failure criteria at
the maximum stress point instead of the fracture point of the steel
material. This treatment slightly underestimates the ultimate
strain of the corroded steel bar within a reasonable range [26].

2.2. Numerical implementation

The numerical implementation of the proposed model requires
knowledge of the original stress–strain relationship of the uncor-
roded steel material. Then, the geometric configuration of the cor-
roded steel bar should be measured before the start of the
numerical calculation. For a given corroded steel bar with known
shape and tensile properties, the above numerical calculation
Fig. 2. Illustration of the typical stress–strain beha
allows prediction of the tensile behaviour of the corroded steel
bar by following the scheme illustrated in Fig. 4. First, the original
stress–strain function f is entered. It allows the computation of the
inverse functionu. In the next step, either the 3D profile of the cor-
roded steel bar or the distribution function of the cross-sectional
area is required. The program calculates the strain rate of each sec-
tion of the corroded steel bar. The total elongation length of the
corroded steel bar can be obtained by summing the elongation of
each section. The procedure ends if any section reaches the maxi-
mum allowed stress of the steel material. Then, the total displace-
ment is defined as the sum of the elongation of each section along
the corroded steel bar.
3. Experimental validation

A MATLAB program was written to validate the above analytical
model. Numerical predictions of the tensile behaviour of two series
of steel bars were compared to experimentally obtained uniaxial
tensile test results. The first series consisted of slotted steel bars
that simulated ideal cases of steel corrosion [26]; the second series
consisted of electrochemically corroded steel bars [17]. Since in
corroded specimens the cross section area is no more uniform
due to pitting corrosion, the experimental and numerical results
are shown with load–displacement curve instead of stress–strain
curve where a uniform cross section area is required. This choice
is also made in order to avoid confusion with the material proper-
ties presented in Fig. 3.
viour of a steel bar and its inverse function u.



Fig. 4. Numerical scheme for calculation of the stress–strain behaviour of a
randomly shaped corroded steel bar.

Fig. 5. Geometric configurations of slotted steel bars.

Table 1
Parameters of the slotted steel bars.

Set Slot length
l/[l1, l2] (mm)

Slot depth
d (mm)

S-2-a 50 2.56
S-2-b [45,5] 2.56
S-2-c [35,15] 2.56
S-4-a 50 4.17
S-4-b [45,5] 4.17
S-4-c [35,15] 4.17
S-5-a 50 5.62
S-5-b [45,5] 5.62
S-5-c [35,15] 5.62
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3.1. Comparison with slotted steel bars

The model was compared to slotted steel bars used to simulate
artificial corrosion. The detailed experimental program can be
found in Li’s paper [26]; here, only a brief review of some of the
important parameters is given. Ten sets of slotted steel bars were
prepared using machine grooving. Each set had three identical
specimens. The original diameter of the steel bars was 14 mm,
made from HPB300 steel. The length and shape of the slotted sec-
tion are shown in Fig. 5. Three types of slotted steel bars with dif-
ferent slot depths were prepared to simulate different degrees of
corrosion. Uniaxial tensile tests were conducted using a universal
tensile test machine.

The slot length and depth are listed in Table 1. The experimental
results and the predicted load–displacement curves are shown in
Fig. 6. Numerical computations were performed based on the geo-
metric data and the stress–strain relationships of the sound bars.
Table 2 lists the experimental results and predicted values for
the yield load, ultimate load and displacement at failure and shows
that the agreement is reasonable for all three parameters. The
model slightly underestimated the displacement at failure of the
slotted steel bars in most cases. This is because the model uses
the failure criterion at the maximum stress point of the steel mate-
rial instead of the fracture point. In the experiments, a small drop
in the load was observed after the maximum stress was reached in
the smallest section; therefore, the measured displacement was
slightly higher than the predicted values. However, the relative
errors of the numerical predictions were all smaller than 10%. For
the ultimate load and yield load, the agreement between the ana-
lytical model and experimental results was rather good. The rela-
tive errors were all smaller than 4%. On the one hand, this is
because the analytical model focuses particularly on the maximum
stress point; on the other hand, these results prove that the maxi-
mum load of a corroded steel bar is controlled by the minimum
cross-sectional area of the corroded steel bar, as reported by sev-
eral other authors [1–3]. The results presented in this section prove
the ability of the analytical model to predict the tensile behaviour
of slotted steel bars.
3.2. Comparison with electrochemically corroded steel bars

To verify the validity of the analytical model, it would also be
interesting to compare the results of the analytical model with
experiments on accelerated corroded steel bars. Accelerated corro-
sion is a widely used method to obtain a sufficient degree of corro-
sion in a relatively short time [16–19]. However, it is interesting to
point out that, electrical fields in accelerated laboratory corrosion
tests would change the corrosion process. A novel method gives



Fig. 7. Accelerated corrosion test for HPB400 construction steel specimens.

Fig. 6. Comparison between the experimental results of slotted rebars and
numerical results.

Fig. 8. Typical scanning profile of the corroded steel bars.
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link from accelerated test to the time scale of the chloride ingress
without electric field through Arrhenius-type considerations [31].

Nine electrochemically corroded steel bars of type HPB400 were
prepared by accelerated corrosion tests using direct current, as
shown in Fig. 7. The diameter of the steel bars is 14 mm, and the
length is 250 mm. The detailed experimental program was
described in [17]. After the accelerated corrosion tests, the steel
bars were cleaned using the standard method specified in ASTM
G1-03 [30]. The geometric configurations of the clean corroded
steel bars were measured by 3D light scanning. The accuracy of
the scanning method was 0.5 mm in length and 1 degree in the
angle. Typical scanning results are shown in Fig. 8. The degree of
corrosion measured by means of sectional area method ranged
from 3.2% to 15%. Using the obtained geometric configurations,
the tensile behaviour of the corroded steel bars was predicted by
the proposed analytical model. Uniaxial tensile tests of the cor-
roded steel bars were performed to confirm the validity of the
obtained results.

Fig. 9 displays comparisons between the predicted behaviour by
the analytical model and the experimental results for three typical
corroded steel bars. For corroded specimens, the yielding force
could not be determined by yielding platform. Therefore, in this
paper the yielding forces are determined as the end of the linear
Table 2
Comparison between the numerical results and experimental results for slotted steel bars

Specimen Yield load,
Fy (kN)

Ultimate lo
Fu (kN)

Exp Num Ratio Exp

S-2-a 47.7 47.7 1.00 69.7
S-2-b 35.9 36.0 1.01 51.3
S-2-c 36.5 36.0 1.01 52.7
S-4-a 36.3 36.0 1.01 52.4
S-4-b 24.6 24.3 0.96 34.8
S-4-c 23.2 24.3 0.95 34.6
S-5-a 23.1 24.3 1.00 34.1
S-5-b 11.9 11.9 1.01 16.9
S-5-c 13.5 11.9 1.14 17.1
Cov \ \ 1.01 \
Std \ \ 0.05 \
part on a load–displacement curve. Numerically, it is determined
by the force where a sharp decrease of the linear slope was
observed. This force corresponds to the yielding force for the small-
est section of the corroded specimens. It could be seen from Fig. 9
that the analytical model could predict the tensile behaviour of the
corroded steel bars with satisfactory accuracy. Table 3 lists the
experimental results and numerical predictions for the yield load
Fy, ultimate load Fu and displacement at failure DLf and shows that
.

ad, Displacement at failure, DLf (mm)

Num Ratio Exp Num Ratio

69.7 1.00 16.3 15.6 1.04
52.7 0.97 15.8 15.6 1.01
52.7 1.00 15.6 15.6 1.00
52.7 0.99 15.1 14.2 1.06
35.6 0.98 13.6 14.2 0.96
35.6 0.97 14.5 14.2 1.02
35.6 0.96 14.9 14.2 1.05
17.5 0.97 15.0 14.2 1.05
17.5 0.98 14.7 14.2 1.04
\ 0.98 \ \ 1.03
\ 0.01 \ \ 0.03



Fig. 9. Predicted tensile behaviour compared to experimental results for three
electrochemically corroded steel bars.
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the analytical model slightly underestimated the ultimate load and
displacement at failure but overestimated the yield load. Although
some large deviations could be observed for specimens N09 and
N10, the general predictions were good enough with errors smaller
than 10% on average. These results further confirmed the validity
of the proposed analytical model.
4. Prediction of the tensile behaviour of corroded steel bars
based on a log-normal distribution

The above analysis validated the proposed analytical model. It
would then be interesting to investigate the effect of corrosion
on the tensile behaviour of a randomly corroded steel bar. The
important parameters for defining a constitutive model of a cor-
roded steel bar are the yield strength, the ultimate strength and
the ductility. In the following sections, these parameters were
studied for numerically generated corroded steel bars using the
proposed analytical model.
4.1. Numerical generation of corroded steel bars

For steel bars corroded in high-chloride environments, the typ-
ical corrosion mode is pitting corrosion [20–23]. The most common
Table 3
Comparison between the numerical results and experimental results for electrochemically

Specimen Corrosion degree,
w (%)

Yield load,
Fy (kN)

Exp Num Ratio

N06 3.3 42.37 41.59 1.02
N07 13.7 30.98 31.11 1.00
N08 14.1 33.13 35.65 0.93
N09 12.1 40.13 44.04 0.91
N10 13.9 38.50 32.63 1.18
N11 12.3 40.19 39.72 1.01
N12 11.4 39.72 43.91 0.90
N13 15.1 37.10 40.23 0.92
N14 8.4 39.73 42.09 0.94
Cov \ \ \ 0.98
Std \ \ \ 0.09
form of the distribution of the cross-sectional area of a corroded
steel bar is a log-normal distribution as follows [19,20]:

f ðs l;mj Þ ¼ 1
sm

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p expð�ðlns� lÞ
2m2

2

Þ ð7Þ

where l and m are the parameters of the log-normal distribution.
Kashani et al. performed optical scanning on corroded steel bars
[19]. They found that these two parameters followed power laws
with the corrosion rate w (which was defined as the average
cross-section loss) as follows:

l ¼ �0:00052 �w1:825 ð8Þ

m ¼ 0:0006491 �w1:526 ð9Þ
Hence, in the following, we assumed that the corroded sections

follow a log-normal distribution and that the parameters of the
log-normal distribution follow the power laws given by equations
(8) and (9). Based on these assumptions, Monte-Carlo simulations
were performed to numerically generate corroded steel bars. The
generation process started by randomly choosing a value of corro-
sion rate between 0 and 60%. Then, the two parameters of the log-
normal distribution could be determined using equations (8) and
(9), and the distribution of the cross-sectional area was uniquely
defined. For the numerically generated corroded steel bars, the
input stress–strain relation followed that of type HPB400 steel.
The length was supposed to be 300 mm and was equally divided
into 600 segments. For each segment, the surface area was gener-
ated using a random function with a log-normal distribution. This
treatment guaranteed the final distribution of the surface area.
Fig. 10 gives an example of the surface areas of randomly gener-
ated corroded steel bars with different corrosion rates w.

It is interesting to point out that the generated model is much
rougher than the scanned profile. This is because in reality, the
wideness of a pit hole is proportional to the pit depth. If high cor-
rosion happens in a location, it is highly possible that within its
neighbourhood, the local corrosion rate is also high. However, this
effect was not considered during the numerical generation process.
The numerical generation process focused only on the final distri-
bution of the sectional area, and the order of small and large local
corrosion was ignored. In the analytical model, this effect does not
play any role. Therefore, the calculated load–displacement profile
is unaffected.

Using the algorithm given in Fig. 4, the load–displacement
behaviours of the numerically generated corroded steel bars were
computed. Typical results are illustrated in Fig. 11. The following
parameters are defined to characterise the tensile behaviour of a
generated corroded steel bar based on its load–displacement curve.
The relative yield strength ry is defined as the load Fy at the end of
corroded steel bars.

Ultimate load,
Fu (kN)

Displacement at failure, DLf
(mm)

Exp Num Ratio Exp Num Ratio

64.41 59.78 1.08 3.53 2.93 1.21
45.50 46.17 0.99 2.63 3.23 0.81
52.42 52.76 0.99 5.78 5.10 1.13
70.17 60.41 1.16 3.53 2.93 1.21
56.68 46.28 1.22 1.35 1.20 1.13
65.07 60.41 1.08 4.05 3.68 1.10
63.62 61.87 1.03 3.23 3.53 0.91
57.87 55.85 1.04 4.43 3.83 1.16
61.56 61.29 1.00 6.53 5.48 1.19
\ \ 1.07 \ \ 1.09
\ \ 0.08 \ \ 0.14



Fig. 10. Numerically generated corroded steel bars and the distribution of the
section area.

Fig. 11. Typical load–displacement curve of the numerically generated corroded
steel bars.
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the linear part of the load–displacement curve divided by the
uncorroded yield load Fy0 as follows:

ry ¼ Fy

Fy0
ð10Þ

The relative ultimate strength ru is defined as the maximum
load Fmax divided by the maximum load of the uncorroded steel
bar Fmax0 as follows:

ru ¼ Fmax

Fmax0
ð11Þ

The relative ductility eu is defined as the displacement at failure
DLf divided by the displacement at failure for the uncorroded steel
bar DLf0 as follows:

eu ¼ DLf
DLf0

ð12Þ

These parameters are defined to avoid confusion in the follow-
ing discussion.
4.2. Effect of corrosion on the yield and ultimate strength of a corroded
steel bar

For each generated corroded steel bar, the relative yield and
ultimate strengths were identified, and the results are plotted
according to the average corrosion rate w, as shown in Fig. 12. This
figure shows that the relative yield and ultimate strengths exhibit
linear decreases with increasing corrosion rate. The following
equations are the result of linear fitting of the numerical results:

ry ¼ 1� 0:0126w ð13Þ
ru ¼ 1� 0:0129w ð14Þ
These numerical results agree well with the experimental

results observed by several authors. Sun et al. summarised exist-
ing empirical models for the strength prediction of corroded steel
bars for both naturally corroded steel bars and electrochemically
accelerated corroded steel bars [18]. All authors proposed linear
models for both yield strength and ultimate strength. For relative
yield strength, the linear factor ranges from 0.0072 to 0.0210,
with an average of 0.0132. For ultimate strength, the linear factor
ranges between 0.0086 and 0.0231, with an average of 0.0145.
Both values are very close to the obtained results for the numer-
ically generated corroded steel bars. Fig. 13 displays a compar-
ison of the predicted yield and ultimate strength obtained
using equations (13) and (14) with available experimental raw
data and shows that the models agree well with the experimen-
tal results.

4.3. Effect of corrosion on the ductility of corroded steel bars

The deformation capacity of corroded steel bars is another
important parameter since it directly affects the ductility of rein-
forced concrete members. Numerous experimental results have
shown that the ultimate strain decreases with corrosion rate. It
would be interesting to determine the parameters that control
the ductility of corroded steel bars. To find a unified relationship
between the corrosion rate and the ductility of corroded steel bars,
300 corroded steel bars were generated using a log-normal distri-
bution for the corroded section with various degrees of corrosion.



Fig. 12. Relationship between relative yield strength (a) and relative ultimate
strength (b) with corrosion rate.

Fig. 13. Comparison of the predicted relative ultimate strength with the experi-
mental results for relative yield strength (a) and relative ultimate strength (b).
Experimental results were provided by Moreno et al. [1], Imperatore et al. [2],
Fernandez et al. [3] and Ou et al. [4].
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The ductility of the corroded steel bars was calculated using equa-
tion (12) for different corrosion rates.

Fig. 14 displays the relationship between the relative ductil-
ity eu and the corrosion rate w for the numerically generated
corroded steel bars. There is an exponential decrease in the
ductility with the corrosion rate. The following equation is the
result of data fitting of the numerically generated corroded steel
bars:
eu ¼ e�0:061w ð15Þ
This exponential decrease could be explained by the fact that

with increasing corrosion, the spectrum of the distribution of the
corroded section becomes larger. Indeed, since the cross-section
of the corroded steel bars was assumed to follow a log-normal dis-
tribution, the failure criteria were defined when the maximum
stress was reached in the smallest cross-section area. Hence, when
the smallest cross-section reaches its maximum stress level, the
part that undergoes plastic deformation and strain hardening
decreases exponentially since the distribution function is a log-
normal function. Therefore, the relative ductility decreases expo-
nentially with the corrosion rate. Fig. 15 displays the strain distri-
bution of the corroded steel bars in the critical state and shows that
for a small corrosion rate (w = 5%, 10% and 15%), the deformation of
the segments is large, nearly all entering the strain-hardening
range. For a high corrosion rate (w = 30%), only a small portion of
the segments enters the strain-hardening stage. Most of the defor-
mation was smaller than 0.04, signifying elastic and plastic defor-
mation. Therefore, the exponential decrease in the ductility is
strongly related to the heterogeneity of the deformation of the cor-
roded section in the critical state.

The rapid decrease in ductility with increasing corrosion was
also observed in numerous experimental results [1–3]. Fig. 16 dis-
plays a comparison of the predicted ductility using equation (15)
with the experimental results and shows that the prediction is
conservative compared to the experimental results. This is
because the analytical model uses the failure criteria at the max-
imum stress level, thus underestimating the final strain at the
fracture of the steel bar. Another possible source of underestima-
tion could be the effect of the distribution of the corroded sec-



Fig. 14. Relative ductility for numerically generated corroded steel bars.

Fig. 15. Distribution of the strain at failure for different corrosion rates.

Fig. 16. Comparison of the predicted relative ductility with the experimental
results. Experimental results were provided by Moreno et al. [1], Imperatore et al.
[2], Fernandez et al. [3] and Ou et al. [4].
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tions. Indeed, equation (15) is obtained by assuming a log-normal
distribution of the corroded section. This assumption might not
be true in many cases. For experiments conducted by Ou et al.
with naturally corroded steel bars, high ductility was observed
even for highly corroded steel bars [4]. This is because corrosion
in the natural environment might be the result of several factors,
including chloride attack and carbonation of concrete materials.
Carbonation-induced corrosion is more homogeneous. In this
case, the corroded section does not follow a log-normal distribu-
tion. If the section reduction is uniform along the corroded steel
bar, then the yielding and fracture occur simultaneously in any
section of the steel bar. The ductility of the corroded steel bar
remains unchanged. More information on the statistics of the cor-
roded section needs to be given to generate a more reliable model
regarding ductility.
5. Conclusions

An analytical model was developed to predict the tensile beha-
viour of a corroded steel bar based on cross-sectional analysis. The
model was implemented in MATLAB, and the numerical results
were validated by slotted steel bars and electrochemically cor-
roded steel bars. Based on a log-normal distribution of the cor-
roded section, the tensile behaviour of corroded steel bars was
predicted using the proposed analytical model. The following con-
clusions can be drawn:

1. The proposed analytical model can give good predictions of the
tensile behaviour of the slotted steel bars and electrochemically
corroded steel bars, provided the profile of the section area is
known;

2. Predictions of the tensile behaviour of corroded steel bars were
made based on a log-normal distribution function and Monte-
Carlo simulations. The simulation results showed that relative
yield and ultimate strength decreased linearly with the increas-
ing corrosion rate. Numerical models were proposed by data fit-
ting. Compared to the experimental data collected by various
authors, the proposed models give good predictions of the
decreases in the yield and ultimate strength of corroded steel
bars.

3. A rapid decrease in the ductility of corroded steel bars was
observed using a log-normal distribution of the corroded
cross-sections. An exponential decrease model was given by
data fitting. Compared to the collected experimental data, the
proposed model is generally conservative.
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